FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
TDG AEROSPACE SIGNS CONTRACT TO EQUIP DHL’S BOEING 757 FLEET WITH THE
UFI® ELECTRICAL FAULT DETECTION SYSTEM AS A MEANS OF COMPLIANCE WITH
NEW FAA AIRWORTHINESS DIRECTIVE AD 2008-11-07
New safety device enjoys growing industry acceptance
ESCONDIDO, CA – July 8, 2008 – TDG Aerospace, manufacturer of the most advanced and costeffective safety solutions for the commercial aviation industry, is pleased to announce that DHL has selected
its UFI® STC ST01950LA as an approved method of compliance and terminating action to FAA
airworthiness directive AD 2008-11-07. TDG’s patented UFI® is a single compact unit that fulfills all
required functionalities of the latest B757 AD, including automatic shut-off for the center tank fuel pumps
and installation of secondary pump control relays.
The company’s patented UFI® fault detection system protects aircraft electrical systems and components
from faults in critical areas, such as fuel boost pump motors and related wiring. In fuel boost pump
applications, TDG’s UFI® device provides comprehensive electrical fault protection and fuel boost pump
automatic shut-off for center tank fuel systems. Additionally, the UFI® unit provides a redundant relay
solution to prevent un-commanded operation of the pump in the event of a failed control relay. TDG's
UFI® system is the only single installation available that provides comprehensive protection against
potential ignition sources identified by Special Federal Aviation Regulation (SFAR) 88 system reviews.
“Basically, every incident due to unsafe conditions of the fuel tanks is one too many,” says Peter Bulckaert,
Managing Director of European Air Transport, DHL’s Airline for Europe, and a part of the Middle East
and Northern Africa. “Safety is everything at EAT. In addition to implementing the systems we are
providing further training for aircraft engineers and maintenance crews, as we want fuel tank safety to
become second nature at our airline”.
For more information about TDG Aerospace and its UFI® devices visit the company’s Web site at
www.tdgaerospace.com.
About TDG Aerospace:
Founded in 1990, TDG Aerospace is headquartered in Escondido, California. The company manufactures
products to prevent problems associated with fire and ice on commercial aircraft, enabling major airlines to
improve safety and save money through greater fuel efficiency, reduced maintenance costs and faster
turnaround times on the ground. TDG Aerospace’s NOFOD™ Clear Ice Prevention System prevents the
formation of cold-soaked wing ice. The company’s patented UFI® devices protect aircraft electrical
systems and components from electrical faults, extended dry pump operation and un-commanded pump
operation. More information about TDG Aerospace may be found at www.tdgaerospace.com.
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About DHL:
DHL is the global market leader of the international express and logistics industry, specializing in providing
innovative and customized solutions from a single source.
DHL offers expertise in express, air and ocean freight, overland transport, contract logistic solutions as well
as international mail services, combined with worldwide coverage and an in-depth understanding of local
markets. DHL's international network links more than 220 countries and territories worldwide. Some
300,000 employees are dedicated to providing fast and reliable services that exceed customers' expectations.
DHL is a Deutsche Post World Net brand. The group generated revenue of more than 63 billion euros in
2007.
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